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 SUMMARY 

 I am a learn-it-all Lagos-based Nigerian, who enjoys using new technologies to build effective and 
 relevant solutions/tools. I specialize in  ReactJS/Redux/ApolloClient,  NodeJS/Express/AdonisJs, and 
 Python/Flask/Django, Redis/elasticsearch/RabbitMQ, MongoDB/MySQL, CI/CD/Docker/Kubernetes, 
 worked with go to build an API gateway and I’m experienced in executing projects from concept to 
 delivery while working in a software development team. 

 WORK EXPERIENCE 

 Fullstack Developer,  Ventrata (contract)  -  August/  2021  - present -  Remote, London(EMEA) 

 Ventrata is a proven and versatile booking platform built for high-volume tours and attractions, With 

 contactless booking, payment, and check-in solutions. We can provide the perfect solution to all 

 your booking needs 

 ⇢  Worked on 3rd-party and Online Travel Agents(OTA) interactions and cloud applications which 

 is a bridge between all OTA’s and API providers. 

 ⇢  Improve code base quality by conducting analysis, and recommend changes in policies and 

 procedures 

 ⇢  Researched new technologies and best practices 

 ⇢  Identified bottlenecks and bugs, and devised solutions to the problems identified 

 Fullstack (Backend heavy) Developer,  chiji14xchange  (full-time)  -  July/  2020 - August/2021 -  Lagos, 

 Nigeria 

 Chiji14xchange is a digital currency exchange platform that provides trading solutions to users all 

 over. 

 ⇢  Collaborated with other software developers to maintain and improve both main products and 

 internal tools. 

 ⇢  Improved the development process, by suggesting and adding to the suggestions for getting 

 development more seamless. 

https://www.linkedin.com/in/babatunde-sanusi-806b88164/
https://github.com/swisskid95
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 Software Developer,  Toga-insurance (contract)  -  January/  2020 - June/2020 -  Lagos, Nigeria 

 I work with local businesses in building a tool to ease their process of operating their business. 

 ⇢  Collaborated with other software developers to maintain different products. 

 ⇢  Worked on the front-end of the app 

 ⇢  Organized the development of the products used 

 Software Developer(full-stack),  Andela  -  June/  2018  - November/2019 -  Lagos, Nigeria 

 Andela invests in Africa's most talented developers and integrates them into the world's best tech 

 companies. 

 ⇢  Collaborated with other software developers to maintain the back end of an in-house asset 

 management tool(Activo). 

 ⇢  Worked in an agile(scrum) methodology 

 ⇢  Effectively communicated with product managers and fellow engineers, to map out software 

 requirements for each application feature. 

 ⇢  Tested solutions for effectiveness. 

 ⇢  Implored continuous integration tools, like circle-ci, to secure existing features and minimize 

 the introduction of bugs. 

 ⇢  Built full-stack web applications using ReactJS, NodeJs, PostgreSQL. 

 SIDE PROJECTS 

 Qustomar:  An issue ticketing platform that enables  companies to track their SLA’s and other issues 

 from start to finish seamlessly. (worked on the backend and it is written in NodeJS/AdonisJS) 

 Author’s  Haven:  A  Platform  for  the  creative  at  heart  to  share  their  thoughts  on  numerous 

 tech-inclined topics  (ReactJS, PostgreSQL, Redux, HTML, CSS, SCSS, NodeJs) 

 EDUCATION AND CERTIFICATES 

 2021  Bachelors Degree. in Computer Science  ,  University of Science, Commerce, and Business 

 Administration [ESCAE] Benin Republic 

 2020  Certificate in Advance Reactjs  , Wes Bos. 

 2019  Higher National Diploma. in Computer Science  ,  Grace Polytechnic, Lagos 

 2017  Certificate in Front End Development  , Andela Learning Community 

 2016  National Diploma. in Statistics  ,  Federal Polytechnic  Ilaro 

 TECHNICAL SKILLS 

 4+ years:  HTML, CSS, SemanticUI, React JS/Redux/ApolloClient, Javascript, Redis, ElasticSearch, 

 RabbitMQ, Kubernetes, Microservice Architecture, Domain Driven Development, 

 NodeJS/ExpressJS/AdonisJS, GraphQL/Prisma, PostgreSQL, Git/Github,  Python/Flask/Django 


